Dear nursing colleagues

I feel very pleased to present you the updated edition of the scientific journal “Science and Art of Nursing”. Managing and maintaining a magazine requires a lot of effort; evidence of that are the three months that has taken us to culminate the present edition.

However, it is necessary to be aware that the scientific journal of the RCIII Lima Metropolitan contributes significantly to the academic empowerment of nursing, giving each one of you the opportunity to show to Peru and the world, the scientific production the we carry out for the welfare of the profession and society. It is in the professional and social context that we can find ourselves, where nurses need to demonstrate scientific leadership, publishing papers and proposals that contribute to the development and social welfare.

Colleagues, the years of professionals experience I have accumulated, has shown me that a sure way to achieve the empowerment and autonomy of our profession is scientific production. Therefore, we enable to all of you the first bilingual scientific journal of nursing in Peru, which also meets the requirements of quality and aims to achieve the indexation in short term. Fact I have to acknowledge to the team of Investigation Committe and scientific management of the RCIII, which is making this project reality.

My commitment will always be with the scientific development of the profession, so that in the RCIII, have all the support of our specialists to develop your investigation until the publication.

With dearness,

Dra. Petronila Elizabeth Alvarado Chávez
Doyenne
CRIII-LM-CEP